Walker Lift Magnets
Handle Coils Safely...Without Damage!

The easiest, fastest and most economical way to lift and handle steel coils is to use these powerful magnets designed specifically for the job. Since the magnet is in contact and holding only the top of the coil, potential coil damage is virtually eliminated.

**Advantages of Using Magnets for Coil Handling...**

No damage to coils while handling...since no mechanical clamping devices are used

Only one operator is needed...this frees up man power

Less storage area is needed...reducing floor space

Electromagnet and Electro-Permanent Magnets are available

**Eye-Horizontal Lifting...**
Eliminate ‘C’ Hook Damage

**Eye-Vertical Lifting...**
Stack Coils in Annealing Shops

**Handle Coils Efficiently with Only One Operator**

**Magnetic Handling in Warehouses Allow You to Move and Stack Coils Easily**